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Sixth Form Dress Code for Years 12 and 13 
 

Purpose:  For students to be dressed in smart, professional manner in preparation for the world of work. 
 
This code is in line with the world of work and reflects the calibre of students we have at the College. 
 

 A formal tailored jacket or blazer must be worn 

 A conventionally tailored business suit in black, navy or grey; plain or pinstripe. This can 
include a trouser suit or a skirt suit 

 A smart office wear dress in black, navy or grey worn with a tailored jacket or blazer 

 A formal or tailored waistcoat (optional) 

 A formal collared shirt of any colour 

 A blouse or collared shirt in any colour but plain in design. 

  A conventional tie or bow tie (optional) 

 Formal shoes or boots that are compatible with a business suit. Heels should be of a 
reasonable height and appropriate for school. 

The following are NOT appropriate for Sixth Form: 

 Any form of jeans or trousers that have the characteristics of jeans 

 Leggings or trousers which are too tight or shorts 

 Any clothing with bold branding or slogans 

 Heavy knit woolly jumpers and cardigans 

 Leather or denim skirts, trousers or jackets 

 Hoodies 

 Non formal boots, trainers, flip flops or any other casual footwear including canvas shoes 

 Anything that would be regarded as too revealing 

 Leisure style/T-shirt material or a strappy top 

 Extreme hair styles or unnatural colours 

 Facial piercings other than a discreet nose stud. 

 

Enforcement: 
 

 
Student will be asked to remove the incorrect piece of uniform where possible which would be 
confiscated for the remainder of the day. 

 Spoken to by Sixth Form tutor and SIMS email sent to parents/carers 

 Spoken to by Sixth Form Leadership team, Gold or Silver card privileges removed. 

 
Ultimately if the student continues to flout the uniform rules which are part of the College 
expectations, student will be formally asked to leave the College. 

 
Students will be asked to remove the incorrect piece of uniform where possible, which would be confiscated 
for the remainder of the day.  If this cannot be facilitated, students will spend the day in isolation or asked 
to return home to change. This will be with parental permission and the assurance that the student can 
return to College to resume normal lessons. 


